Simulated reduction of hypoxia in the northern Gulf of Mexico due to phosphorus limitation
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Abstract

Excess nutrient loading from the Mississippi-Atchafalaya River system promotes the seasonal development of hypoxic bottom waters on the Louisiana shelf with detrimental effects on the benthic fauna. In the Mississippi River plume, primary production becomes phosphorus-limited between May and July at the peak of nutrient loading, displacing a portion of primary production and depositional fluxes westward. Here we quantitatively assessed, for the first time, the effect of phosphorus limitation on hypoxia development in the Mississippi-Atchafalaya River plume using a realistic physical-biogeochemical model. Results indicate that, despite a redistribution of respiration processes toward the western shelf, phosphorus limitation does not promote a westward expansion or relocation of hypoxia, as previously speculated. Rather, the onset of hypoxia was delayed and the size of the hypoxic zone reduced. Sensitivity experiments showed that this feature is robust in our model. Results from simulations with altered river input indicate that, despite phosphorus limitation, the co-reduction of nitrogen and phosphorus loads remains the best strategy to reduce hypoxia. Yet, even though nutrient load reductions have an immediate effect on hypoxia in this analysis, a 50% reduction in both nutrients will not be sufficient to meet the Gulf Hypoxia action plan goal of a 5·10^3 km^2 hypoxic area.

Introduction

Coastal eutrophication associated with excess nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) loads from rivers has resulted in a worldwide expansion of bottom-water hypoxia (defined hereafter as O_2 < 2 mg 1^-1 or 62.5 mmol O_2 m^-3; Diaz and Rosenberg, 2008; Conley et al., 2009). Hypoxia causes mortality of benthic organisms and has detrimental effects on the foodweb (Kidwell et al., 2009). In North America, the largest coastal hypoxic area is located on the Louisiana shelf, which is influenced by the Mississippi-Atchafalaya River plume (Rabalais et al., 2002). Nutrient loading from the Mississippi-Atchafalaya River basin has increased in the last 50 years, resulting in enhanced primary production (Lohrenz et al., 1997) and a concomitant intensification of bottom-water hypoxia (Turner et al., 2006; Osterman et al., 2009).

River inputs of dissolved inorganic N (DIN) have increased faster than inputs of dissolved inorganic P (DIP). As a result, P-limited primary production is now observed in the Mississippi-Atchafalaya River plume between May and July at the peak of nutrient loading (Ammerman, 1992; Dortch and Whitledge, 1992; Smith and Hitchcock, 1994; Sylvan et al., 2006, 2007, 2011; Quigg et al., 2011).Transient P limitation in spring is a common feature of estuarine systems (Conley, 2000). During P limitation, the excess DIN is transported downstream where it supports primary production in otherwise N-limited coastal waters. This downstream shift of the P-limited primary production has been recorded in several eutrophied systems (e.g., Neuse River estuary, Baltic Sea) following P reduction management measures (Granéli et al., 1990; Paerl et al., 2004).

Some have speculated that this westward shift of primary production and particulate organic matter (POM) deposition enhances bottom O_2 depletion on the western shelf, resulting in an expansion of the hypoxic zone (Scavia and Donnelly, 2007; Quigg et al., 2011). On the other hand, P limitation could dilute eutrophication effects over the Louisiana shelf (Quigg et al., 2011) resulting in a reduced hypoxic zone. Here, we quantitatively assessed the effect of P limitation on hypoxia development with a realistic physical-biogeochemical model.
The objectives of this study were to establish whether P limitation is likely to expand or contract the hypoxic zone on the Louisiana shelf and to determine the underlying mechanisms. Results from a 7-yr simulation (2001–2007) were analyzed, contrasted against simulations without P limitation, and compared with observations. The consequences of varying river inputs were assessed in a series of sensitivity experiments.

Model description and experiments

The model is configured with the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) (Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005; Haidvogel et al., 2008) to simulate water circulation on the northern Gulf of Mexico shelf near the Mississippi and Atchafalaya River outflows (Hetland and DiMarco, 2008, 2012). The model has 20 layers with increased resolution near the surface and bottom. Horizontal resolution varies from ~20 km in the southwestern corner to up to 1 km near the Mississippi River delta. Atmospheric forcing was prescribed with 3-h winds from the NCEP North American Regional Reanalysis data set (Mesinger et al., 2006) and with surface heat and freshwater flux climatologies (da Silva et al., 1994a, 1994b). Daily freshwater fluxes from the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers were prescribed using freshwater transports estimated by the US Army Corps of Engineers at Tarbert Landing and Simmesport, respectively. Nutrient and POM loading are based on monthly nutrient flux estimates from the U.S. Geological Survey (Aulenbach et al., 2007).

The biogeochemical model (Figure 1) is based on the pelagic N-cycle model of Fennel et al. (2006, 2008, 2011). The N-cycle model includes two forms of DIN, nitrate (NO$_3^-$) and ammonium (NH$_4^+$), phytoplankton, chlorophyll, zooplankton and two pools of POM, one that is suspended and sinks slowly and one that represents fast-sinking detrital matter. The model was recently extended to include DIP (Laurent et al., 2012) and dissolved O$_2$ (Fennel et al., 2013). Phytoplankton growth is limited by temperature, light and nutrients. The degree of nutrient limitation is determined by the most limiting nutrient, either DIN (N limitation) or DIP (P limitation) as described in Laurent et al. (2012). Phytoplankton and suspended detrital matter aggregate into fast-sinking detritus at a rate proportional to their squared concentrations. Sinking POM is instantly remineralized into NH$_4^+$ and DIP at the sediment-water interface. All P is returned to the water column as DIP but a constant fraction of N is lost through denitrification in the sediment. A detailed description of this instant remineralization (IR) parameterization is given in Fennel et al. (2006, 2013).

In the model, O$_2$ is produced during primary production, consumed during respiration in the water column and in the sediment, and exchanged with the atmosphere across the air-sea interface (Figure 1). Consumption of O$_2$ in the water column occurs through zooplankton respiration, POM remineralization and light-dependent nitrification. The IR parameterization assumes that O$_2$ is consumed in the sediment due to nitrification and aerobic remineralization only; it uses a fixed ratio between aerobic remineralization of
organic matter and denitrification according to the linear relationship between sediment oxygen consumption and denitrification of Seitzinger and Giblin (1996). Alternatively, sediment respiration can be parameterized dependent on bottom water O\textsubscript{2} concentration and temperature as suggested by Hetland and DiMarco (2008). This alternative parameterization (which we refer to as H&D) improves the agreement between simulated and observed distributions of bottom water O\textsubscript{2} on the Louisiana shelf compared to the IR parameterization (Fennel et al., 2013). However, in the H&D parameterization sediment respiration does not depend on POM deposition and is completely insensitive to nutrient load. We have shown previously that P limitation influences the pattern of POM deposition (Laurent et al., 2012) and that sediment respiration represents a significant O\textsubscript{2} sink in bottom waters of the Louisiana shelf (Fennel et al. 2013; also see Quiñones-Rivera et al., 2010). The sensitivity of sediment respiration to POM deposition is thus essential to the objectives of this study; because the H&D parameterization is not appropriate, we used the IR parameterization.

Two types of simulations (all for the period 2001–2007) were carried out: control simulations, which used the complete model with DIP and dissolved O\textsubscript{2} as described above, and N-only simulations, where DIP was disabled but with otherwise identical settings. In the latter case, DIP is not represented in the model and therefore never limits primary production (see Figure 1). Differences in results between the two simulations (hereafter defined as the result of the control simulation minus the result of the N-only simulation) indicate the effect of P limitation on biological dynamics. A pair of the above simulations was carried out with realistic river discharge and nutrient loads (referred to as the baseline simulations). In addition, six pairs of simulations with modified river forcing (as listed in Table 1) were carried out to investigate the sensitivity of the results to variable river inputs of DIN, DIP and freshwater.

Table 1. Selected metrics for the baseline simulations and the sensitivity experiments in 2004. Hypoxia duration and respiration are reported for stations W and E (see locations in Figure 1). Respiration is given as the July average at station E and the August average at station W. P-limited area is an average in July (i.e. the average of daily P-limited area estimates in July). Hypoxic area is the July–August average (i.e. the average of daily hypoxic area estimates in July and August). Hypoxia duration is the total number of days with hypoxia in 2004 at a given station. Effect of P limitation (in parenthesis) was calculated for each experiment by taking the result of the control simulation (complete model with P limitation) minus the N-only simulation (model without P) and reported as percent change relative to the N-only simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bottom water hypoxia</th>
<th>Respiration (mmol O\textsubscript{2} m\textsuperscript{-3} d\textsuperscript{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-limited area (10\textsuperscript{6} km\textsuperscript{2})</td>
<td>Area (10\textsuperscript{6} km\textsuperscript{2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline simulation</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(effect)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity 1: +50% nutrients</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(effect)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity 2: –50% nutrients</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(effect)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity 3: –50% DIN</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(effect)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity 4: –50% DIP</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(effect)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity 5: –50% DIP, +50% DIN</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(effect)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity 6: +50% freshwater discharge</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(effect)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We chose to focus our detailed analysis on the year 2004, which was an average year in terms of the observed size of the hypoxic area (1.5·10^4 km^2 observed in 2004 compared to the 1985–2010 average of 1.4·10^4 km^2; USEPA, 2010). Three locations along the 20-m isobath were selected for detailed analysis (Figure 2). Station C6 was used to compare simulated O2 concentrations with observations from monthly cruises (using a combined dataset from stations C6, C6B and C6C, all located within 3 km of each other). Stations E and W, characteristic of the eastern and western Louisiana shelf, respectively, were used to analyse the larger scale, spatial effect of P limitation.

Results and discussion

Temporal variation in bottom water O2 concentration at station C6

Bottom water O2 is controlled by the balance of organic matter respiration and re-aeration (organic matter is ultimately supplied by surface primary production). When the rate of bottom water re-aeration falls below the respiration rate, bottom water O2 will decrease and eventually become depleted. The dominant seasonal variation in bottom water re-aeration is due to variations in the vertical stratification. Previous model simulations have shown that bottom water O2 and stratification strength are highly correlated on the Louisiana shelf (Fennel et al., 2013).

At station C6 in 2004, simulated primary production followed a well-defined annual cycle with highest rates between March and August (Figure 3a). Stratification, approximated by the potential energy anomaly (PEA), reached annual maxima in July–August (Figure 3a) and coincided with minima in bottom water O2 (Figure 3a, b). Bottom water O2 started declining as early as March with the onset of stratification and reached hypoxic levels in July–August. Model results and observations both show that bottom water O2 dropped below the hypoxia threshold for part of July and August (Figure 3b). In late summer and fall, cooling and increased wind mixing eroded stratification and promoted the renewal of bottom water O2 (Figure 3b).

The simulated bottom water O2 concentration (black line in Figure 3b) did not exactly agree with the observations (dark grey symbols in Figure 3b), which is not surprising given the strong mesoscale variability in this region (e.g., Li et al., 1996). Marta-Almeida et al. (2013) have shown that mesoscale variability is high in the Mississippi River plume due to hydrodynamic instabilities along the plume front and that variability is at its peak during spring and early summer. This hydrodynamic variability translates into uncertainty in the detailed spatial and temporal patterns of model-predicted stratification and hypoxia (Mattern et al., 2013). Thus the model should be evaluated based on the agreement of mean properties between simulation and observations and not based on matches with individual data points. The effect of the spatial variability is illustrated by the spread in observed bottom water O2 concentrations from three stations (C6, C6B and C6C) that are within 3 km of each other (dark grey symbols in Figure 3b). Similarly, spatial variability in modeled bottom water O2 is illustrated by showing the range of bottom water O2 within a 15-km radius around station C6 (grey envelope in Figure 3b).

The model did represent the observed seasonal pattern but overestimated bottom O2 in June and somewhat in September at station C6 (Figure 3b). We attribute the overestimation in June to the weak stratification simulated at this station at that time (see Figure 3a). Since low bottom water O2 did not occur during periods of weak stratification but was observed, the model must be underestimating the actual stratification that
was present at C6 in June 2004. Such mismatches in local stratification can be explained by the inherent variability in salinity distribution of the dynamic river plume. While the model did properly resolve mesoscale hydrographic variability in a statistical sense, one cannot expect that individual features align between observed and simulated distributions.

Aside from the inherent variability, the model did overestimate bottom water O\textsubscript{2} slightly. We attribute this overestimation to the fact that sediment respiration in the IR parameterization does not account for the effects of bottom water O\textsubscript{2} concentration and temperature on sediment metabolism (temperature has been shown to be the most important driver of seasonal variations in sediment respiration in a mesocosm experiment; Wilson et al., 2013) and does not allow for an accumulation of POM in the sediment. Thus IR was likely underestimating sediment respiration, especially in late summer when primary production was decreasing (the agreement between mean observed and simulated bottom water O\textsubscript{2} concentrations improved with the temperature-dependent H&D parameterization; see Figure S1 of the Online Supplement). Nevertheless, the simulated annual cycle of bottom water O\textsubscript{2} and its July–August concentrations (when the simulated effect of P limitation is strongest; Laurent et al., 2012), were represented reasonably well. Here we examined differences between simulations with and without P, hence our results should not be strongly affected by the slight overestimation in mean bottom water O\textsubscript{2} concentrations at C6. In fact, the size of the hypoxic area simulated at the time of the 2004 mid-summer monitoring cruise was 1.4·10\textsuperscript{4} km\textsuperscript{2} (average over 21–26 July), only slightly smaller than the size estimated from the cruise observations (1.6 ± 0.4·10\textsuperscript{4} km\textsuperscript{2}; Obenour et al., 2013).

The effect of P limitation on O\textsubscript{2} dynamics

Although there is an ongoing debate over the occurrence of P limitation in the northern Gulf of Mexico (Turner and Rabalais, 2013), several recent empirical studies indicate that P limitation does occur in spring and early summer on the Louisiana shelf and that it is associated with an excess DIN load from the Mississippi River (Sylvan et al., 2006, 2007; Quigg et al., 2011). Similar to other eutrophied systems such as the Baltic Sea (Granéli et al., 1990) and the Neuse River estuary (Paerl et al., 2004), model simulations have shown that primary production and depositional fluxes on the Louisiana shelf are shifted downstream and delayed in time due to P limitation (Laurent et al., 2012). What remains unclear is whether P limitation exacerbates or diminishes hypoxia. Here we considered the simulated effect of P limitation on bottom water O\textsubscript{2} concentrations, water column and sediment respiration and the size of the hypoxic zone by examining the differences between the control simulation (with P limitation) and the N-only simulation (without P limitation). We sometimes refer to these differences simply as the “effect of P limitation.” In other words,
a positive/negative effect of P limitation on a specific variable (e.g. bottom water oxygen) implies that the variable increased/decreased due to P limitation.

The effect of P limitation on bottom water O$_2$ concentrations varied spatially over the Louisiana shelf as illustrated in Figure 2 (an animation for 2004 is available in the Online Supplement). P limitation had a strong positive effect near the Mississippi River delta where bottom water O$_2$ concentrations increased by up to 40 mmol O$_2$ m$^{-3}$ in August (2001–2007 average) compared to the N-only simulation. For reference, the hypoxia threshold is 62.5 mmol O$_2$ m$^{-3}$. P limitation can therefore easily induce a change from hypoxic to normoxic bottom waters in this region. In contrast, P limitation had a negative effect on the western shelf where bottom water O$_2$ decreased by up to 9 mmol O$_2$ m$^{-3}$ in August compared to the N-only simulation (Figure 2). This increase/decrease in bottom water O$_2$ on the eastern/western shelf occurs every year, but the intensity of the changes varies from year to year due to interannual variations in river inputs and hydrographic conditions on the shelf. Figure 4 illustrates this variability along the 20-m isobath. In 2002 and 2003, P limitation had only a very small effect on bottom water O$_2$ on the western shelf, because May–July DIN loads were smaller than usual resulting in a smaller P-limited area in July than in the other years that were simulated.

**Figure 4**
Temporal evolution of changes in bottom water O$_2$ due to P limitation along the 20-m isobath.

Red/blue: an increase/decrease in bottom water O$_2$ due to P limitation, calculated as the control simulation minus the N-only simulation (without P limitation). Vertical lines: location of stations E and W. Open black rectangles: time frame and locations of the time series presented in Figure 5.
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P limitation reduces hypoxia in NGOM

On the Louisiana shelf (defined by water depth $z \leq 50$ m), total time- and space-integrated annual primary production and respiration (water column + sediment) increased with P limitation (by 2.2% and 2.0%, respectively). These increases occurred because offshore export of POM from the Mississippi delta was smaller with P limitation. Cross-shelf transports are much larger near the Mississippi Delta than along the western shelf (Xue et al., 2013). With P limitation, less organic matter was produced near the delta and thus less organic matter was exported from the shelf. Annual water column respiration increased (+3.0%) due to P limitation, while annual sediment oxygen consumption decreased (-4.3%), indicating a shift of respiration processes from the sediment to the water column.

We next chose two stations, E on the eastern shelf and W on the western shelf (Figure 2) to illustrate the spatial and temporal effects of P limitation on oxygen sources and sinks in the water column and sediments. The stations are located where the greatest positive/negative effects of P limitation occur. The magnitude of change in bottom water $O_2$ was always much smaller at station W than at station E (Figure 4). At station W, bottom water $O_2$ increased slightly in July and decreased slightly in late summer (Figure 5a). At station E, a large increase in bottom water $O_2$ occurred from mid-June to early July (by up to 94 mmol $O_2$ m$^{-3}$; Figure 5b) delaying the onset of hypoxia by three weeks. P limitation resulted in a redistribution of respiration processes such that $O_2$ consumption through respiration was enhanced at station W and reduced at station E near the Mississippi delta (Figure 5c–f). At station W the effect was largest for water column respiration, which increased in August and September by up to 51 mmol $O_2$ m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ (Figure 5c). A reduction of similar magnitude occurred between May and July at station E during the high production season (Figure 5d). In contrast, the increase in sediment respiration was minor on the western shelf, because the depositional flux of POM increased only slightly. The maximum increase in sediment respiration was 11 mmol $O_2$ m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ at station W in late summer (Figure 5e), which is small compared to the increase in water column respiration and in contrast to the large decrease in sediment respiration simulated in June and July at station E (Figure 5f). Thus, despite a large increase in water column respiration, bottom water $O_2$ changed little at station W (Figure 5a). In contrast, the large changes in water column and sediment respiration at station E led to a three-week delay in the onset of hypoxia in June, but did not influence bottom $O_2$ in July and August because sediment respiration was still high during this period (Figure 5b).

Figure 5
Time series of bottom water $O_2$, water column respiration and sediment respiration in 2004.

Results are for stations E (right panels) and W (left panels): (a–b) bottom water $O_2$ concentration, (c–d) integrated water column respiration, and (e–f) sediment respiration. Thick and thin black lines: control simulation and N-only simulation, respectively. Effect of P limitation indicated by difference between the two simulations (red: positive effect, blue: negative effect). Dashed lines in panels a and b: the hypoxic threshold; dashed line in panel f: anoxic conditions.
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P limitation reduces hypoxia in NGOM

On the western Louisiana shelf, P limitation primarily affected water column respiration because excess, nitrogen-stimulated primary production over the western Louisiana shelf was diluted compared to the eastern shelf. Lower phytoplankton concentrations (relative to the eastern shelf) resulted in less aggregation of suspended detritus and phytoplankton into fast sinking detritus; therefore a smaller fraction of primary production was deposited and recycled in the sediment.

The importance of the sediment O$_2$ sink for hypoxia development on the Louisiana shelf is debated. On the one hand, Murrell and Lehrter (2011) and McCarthy et al. (2013) found that sediment respiration contributes 20% and 25%, respectively, to below-pycnocline respiration. On the other hand, Qiutones-Rivera et al. (2007, 2010) found that oxygen consumption by the sediments contributes 75% to total O$_2$ loss in bottom waters. Using the N-only model, Fennel et al. (2013) found that the sediment O$_2$ sink is an important driver of O$_2$ depletion because hypoxia on the western Louisiana shelf is often limited to the bottom boundary layer (i.e. the secondary pycnocline; Wiseman et al., 1997). Since most of the increase in western shelf O$_2$ sinks was restricted to the water column, P limitation did not significantly increase hypoxia on the western Louisiana shelf.

As mentioned above, stratification intensity is also an important driver of hypoxia (Fennel et al., 2013) and contributes to the asymmetric effect of a marked decrease in hypoxic conditions on the eastern shelf (upstream) versus an insignificant increase on the western shelf (downstream). Hetland and DiMarco (2008) suggested that changes in the structure of hypoxia on the eastern versus western shelf are related to differences in vertical stratification, which is strongest on the eastern shelf. In summer, under typically southerly wind conditions, plume waters tend to move upcoast from the Texas shelf and accumulate on the eastern Louisiana shelf, which enhances vertical stratification there (Zhang et al., 2012). Since stratification weakens in the westward direction, it is plausible that a westward shift in respiration does not translate into a westward relocation of hypoxia.

In our simulations, the overall effect of P limitation was a decrease of the hypoxic zone. The model suggests that, without P limitation, the hypoxic area would have reached 2.0·10$^4$ km$^2$ in July 2004 (N-only simulation) instead of 1.4·10$^4$ km$^2$ (simulation with P limitation), a decrease of the hypoxic area by 29%.

Scavia and Donnelly (2007) postulated that P limitation should increase the hypoxic area. This notion is not supported by our model results. Instead, P limitation decreased the hypoxic zone primarily by reducing hypoxic conditions on the eastern shelf, while conditions on the western shelf were not strongly affected. P limitation thus lessens the effect of eutrophication on bottom O$_2$ concentrations, reducing the occurrence and severity of hypoxia.

Sensitivity of O$_2$ dynamics to river discharge

The robustness of our results was assessed in six sensitivity experiments with varying river inputs (Table 1). These sensitivity experiments were motivated by the question of whether P limitation always results in a reduction of hypoxic area or whether it can, under specific river discharge conditions, lead to an expansion of the hypoxic area as postulated by Scavia and Donnelly (2007). A pair of simulations (control and N-only) was used for each sensitivity experiment in order to assess the effect of P limitation. A change in river DIP affected only the control simulation (with P limitation), whereas a change in river DIN affected both the control and the N-only simulations. When DIN and DIP were changed simultaneously, the N-only simulation (without P limitation) was affected by the change in DIN only. Results for 2004 are presented in Table 1 and discussed below; for completeness, results for 2001–2007 are shown in Figure 6.

When river DIN and DIP loads were increased simultaneously by 50% (experiment 1) primary production was strongly enhanced (Table 1). Given the high DIN:DIP ratio in the river, primary production became strongly P-limited and the region that directly experiences P limitation expanded. Higher primary production also led to increased respiration rates and more persistent hypoxia over a larger area compared to the baseline simulation with standard river inputs (Table 1). The increase in nutrient load led to substantial changes at station W: water column and sediment respiration increased by 28% and 45%, respectively; and the duration of hypoxia was prolonged by 21 days (Table 1). Without P limitation the hypoxic area would have increased even more, from 1.9·10$^4$ km$^2$ in the simulation with P limitation to 2.6·10$^4$ km$^2$ in the N-only simulation without P limitation.

In contrast, when DIN and DIP loads were decreased by 50% (experiment 2), P limitation was reduced and the extent of the hypoxic area decreased from 1.5·10$^4$ km$^2$ in the baseline simulation to 1.2·10$^4$ km$^2$ (control simulations) due to lower respiration on the shelf. Under these nutrient load conditions hypoxia did not occur at station W; it was restricted to the river delta. The effect of P limitation (i.e., the difference between the control simulation with P limitation and the N-only simulation) on respiration and hypoxia was reduced significantly in comparison to the pair of baseline simulations with realistic river inputs (Table 1). This experiment with co-reduction of river DIN and DIP resulted in the largest reduction of the hypoxic area in our experiments (a decrease by 21% on average in July–August).

When decreasing river DIN load by 50% without changing the DIP load (experiment 3), the N-only simulation was the same as in the previous experiment (experiment 2), whereas river DIN:DIP was reduced...
P limitation reduces hypoxia in NGOM

When comparing the control simulation (model with P limitation) from this experiment with the corresponding simulation from the baseline experiment, the only major difference was that bottom water O₂ increased on the western Louisiana shelf due to a decrease in respiration. At station W, water column and sediment respiration were halved relative to the baseline simulation and hypoxia did not occur anymore (Table 1). The size of the hypoxic area was reduced by 14% to 1.3·10⁴ km² in comparison to 1.5·10⁴ km² in the baseline simulation. The size of the P-limited area was reduced by 57% relative to the baseline simulation. P limitation had only a small effect on respiration and hypoxia.

When only the river DIP load was decreased by 50% (experiment 4), the N-only simulation was not affected (it was the same as the baseline with standard river inputs), whereas river DIN:DIP increased in the control simulation with P limitation. As one would expect, P limitation on the shelf became more severe, the hypoxic area decreased, and the duration of hypoxia was reduced by 29 days at station E (Table 1). At station W, water column and sediment respiration were both reduced relative to the baseline simulation with standard river inputs, whereas they remained the same at station W. Overall, the size of the hypoxic area was reduced by 12% in comparison to the baseline simulation with standard river inputs.

When decreasing the DIP load by 50% while increasing the DIN load by 50% (experiment 5), the N-only simulation was the same as in experiment 1, whereas river DIN:DIP increased significantly in the control simulation with P. This increase led to the largest P-limited area in our experiments and the most severe effect of P limitation on hypoxia: a 46% reduction in size and a 40% reduction in duration at both station W and E (Table 1). Since primary production was P-limited near the Mississippi delta when DIP was reduced (as seen already in experiment 4), adding more DIN did not influence respiration or hypoxia further in this area in the control simulation with P limitation (i.e., results at station E are similar to those from experiment 4). On the western shelf, however, the additional DIN increased water column and sediment respiration, leading to more persistent hypoxic conditions compared to experiment 4. This result indicates that adding more DIN to a severely P-limited Louisiana shelf (i.e. experiments 4 and 5) will result in a westward extension of hypoxia. When compared to the baseline, the combined increase in DIN load and decrease in DIP load did not significantly affect the size of the hypoxic area; however, hypoxic conditions were more persistent on the western shelf.

In sensitivity experiment 6, freshwater discharge was increased by 50% without altering nutrient loads (as a result nutrients are diluted in the river). The motivation for this experiment was that larger freshwater flow will increase stratification on the Louisiana shelf, which may, independently of nutrient load, modify the effect of P limitation on O₂ dynamics. This experiment allowed us to assess if, with increased stratification on the western shelf, P limitation results in a westward relocation or expansion of hypoxia, as postulated by Scavia and Donnelly (2007), rather than a reduction as we have seen in the other simulations.

In this experiment the river plume was larger and the region affected by P limitation expanded (Table 1). Since nutrient concentrations were diluted, respiration decreased significantly relative to the baseline simulation with standard river inputs. Nonetheless, despite lower respiration, hypoxia developed on the western shelf due to increased stratification; average PEA in July–August 2004 was 3347 J m⁻³ at station W, a 45% increase from the baseline simulation with standard river inputs. Overall, the size of the hypoxic area decreased by only 2% compared to the baseline simulation. The effect of P limitation (i.e., the difference between the control simulation and the N-only simulation) remained a reduction of hypoxia (by 26%) although hypoxia was relocated westward. This experiment highlights the importance of stratification in hypoxia development on the western shelf.

The 2008 action plan by the Hypoxia Task Force (USEPA, 2008), an alliance of multiple federal agencies, states and tribes in the Mississippi River Basin, calls for a dual nutrient reduction of at least 45% of N and P river load in order to reduce the hypoxic area to a five-year average of 5·10⁴ km² (USEPA, 2008). For the period 2001–2007, the simulated summer (July–August) hypoxic extent was 1.17·10⁴ km² on average. Our

Figure 6
Average size of the P-limited area and the hypoxic area for each experiment.

Shown are the P-limited area in July (a) and hypoxic area in July–August (b). For each experiment: control (C), +50% N and P (+NP), 50% N and P (−NP), 50% N (−N), 50% P (−P), +50% N and 50% P (+N−P) and +50% freshwater discharge (+FW). Small bars: area for each year of the simulation from 2001 to 2007 (left to right); wide grey bars: average for the whole simulation; dashed lines: averages in the control simulation.
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nutrient reduction scenarios showed that reducing P loads would help reduce the hypoxic extent (by promoting the dilution effect) as would reducing N loads (by decreasing river-stimulated primary production overall). In the model, both of these single-nutrient strategies had a similar effect on the extent of hypoxia (reducing P or N loads by 50% results, on average, in a 12% or 14% reduction of the hypoxic area, respectively). In our experiments, the largest reduction was achieved by simultaneously reducing N and P. In this case, the hypoxic area was reduced by 21% on average. This result provides justification in support of the dual nutrient reduction strategy of the Hypoxia Task Force. However, our model results also showed that despite a 50% reduction of N and P loads, the hypoxic area remained large at 1.15·10^4 km^2 on average. Thus, to meet the action plan goal of 5·10^4 km^2, a larger nutrient load reduction is required. This result is consistent with the recent model estimate by Scavia et al. (2013), who found that a 62% nutrient reduction is necessary to meet the action plan goal.

Sources of uncertainty and further validation

Several factors contribute to uncertainties in our simulations. For example, our parameterization of sediment remineralization did not account for the enhanced release of P from sediments under anoxic conditions due to desorption from iron oxides (McManus et al., 1997). The release of P from sediments at low O_2 (Ingall and Jahne, 1994, 1997) may reduce P limitation during severe hypoxia and anoxia. It is not clear if this enhanced P release occurs on the Louisiana shelf. Nunnally et al. (2013) recently reported P uptake by the sediments, even under hypoxic conditions. Furthermore, the inhibition of coupled nitrification-denitrification at low O_2 has not been considered yet in our model. This feedback would enhance the return flux of NH_4 from the sediment during hypoxic conditions and thus would result in a positive feedback on eutrophication (Kemp et al., 1990) and further intensify P limitation. Overall, the O_2-dependent effects on N and P remineralization in the sediment may compensate each other and not influence P limitation significantly. In the context of this study, and given the large uncertainty on O_2-dependent processes, constant denitrification and instant remineralization in the sediment are reasonable assumptions; our main conclusions would not change with O_2-dependent benthic processes. Further work is necessary, however, to simulate more realistic sediment-water nutrients and O_2 fluxes.

The dilution effect simulated by our model could be validated by comparing bottom O_2 observations for years with similar DIN load but contrasting river DIN:DIP. High temporal resolution monitoring of O_2 dynamics at contrasting locations such as stations E and W would enable this comparison. The currently available observational dataset for these locations does not allow for such an analysis.

Conclusions

We have quantitatively assessed the influence of P limitation on hypoxia for the Louisiana shelf. Model results indicate that seasonal P limitation induces a westward shift in primary production and water column respiration, and a reduction in sediment respiration near the Mississippi delta. P limitation made hypoxia less severe near the Mississippi delta, but, due to the relatively small change in sediment respiration on the western shelf and the generally weaker stratification there, hypoxia did not become more severe on the western shelf. In other words, P limitation diluted the effects of eutrophication on the Louisiana shelf. The sensitivity experiments show that this dilution was a robust feature that always occurred with P limitation, regardless of the severity of P limitation. Our results also emphasize the need for a drastic co-reduction of N and P loads to maximize hypoxia reduction.
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